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Topics of KAON series
 • CP and T violation 
 • CKM matrix and Flavor Mixing 
 • Rare decays 
 • Precision SM tests 
 • CPT and Quantum Mechanics 
 • Lepton universality and flavor violation 
 • Lattice gauge theory 
 • Chiral perturbation theory 
 • Physics beyond the Standard Model 
 • Future opportunities in Kaon Physics

Kaonic atoms
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fundamental topics/questions of kaon 
from a nuclear/hadronic physics point of view

this talk
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This is a low but acceptable χ2 probability so, to be conserva-

tive, GALL 88 scaled up the error on their average by S=1.5 to

obtain their published error ±0.011 shown in Eq. (3) above and

used in the Particle Listings average.

WEIGHTED AVERAGE 
493.664±0.011 (Error scaled by 2.5)

Values above of weighted average, error, 
and scale factor are based upon the data in
this ideogram only.  They are not neces- 
sarily the same as our `best' values,
obtained from a least-squares constrained fit 
utilizing measurements of other (related)
quantities as additional information.

BACKENSTO... 73 0.4
CHENG 75     K Pb  13-12 0.8
CHENG 75     K Pb  12-11 3.6
CHENG 75     K Pb  11-10 0.5
CHENG 75     K Pb  10-9 0.1
CHENG 75     K Pb  9-8 1.1
BARKOV 79 0.0
LUM  81 0.2
GALL 88         K W   11-10 2.2
GALL 88         K W   9-8 0.4
GALL 88         K Pb  11-10 0.2
GALL 88         K Pb  9-8 22.6
DENISOV 91 20.5

χ2

      52.6
(Confidence Level  0.001)

493.5 493.6 493.7 493.8 493.9 494

mK± (MeV)

Figure 1: Ideogram of mK± mass measure-
ments. GALL 88 and CHENG 75 measurements
are shown separately for each transition they
measured.

The ideogram in Fig. 1 shows that the DENISOV 91

measurement and the GALL 88 K− Pb (9 → 8) measurement

yield two well-separated peaks. One might suspect the GALL 88

K− Pb (9 → 8) measurement since it is responsible both for the

internal inconsistency in the GALL 88 measurements and the

disagreement with DENISOV 91.

To see if the disagreement could result from a systematic

problem with the K− Pb (9 → 8) transition, we have separated

the CHENG 75 data, which also used K− Pb, into its separate

transitions. Figure 1 shows that the CHENG 75 and GALL 88

August 21, 2014 13:18

K  C

Error 11 keV

difference  
60 keV 

Intro - the K- mass puzzle
pdg 2014

fundamental quantity  
the mass of K— : 

PDG 2014 value 
493.664 ± 0.011 MeV

most recent two  
precise results have 
more than 5 σ  
discrepancy 

 7 keV
11 keV

Error

experimental method:  
kaonic atom x-rays
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K-

e-

Auger Electron

Nucleus

 n ~ sqrt(M*/me) n’ ~ 25 (for K-p)

 (M* : K-p reduced mass)

Initial capturestopped in a 
target medium

highly-excited state
deexcitation

Kaon mass  
from reduced mass

x-ray

Strong-interaction 
effect 

K-

Kaonic atom

Large n Small n

only the EM force 
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Kaon-nucleus interaction

Atomic state

V0+iW0

Coulomb KpX, DEAR

SIDDHARTA

J-PARC E17

SIDDHARTA2

etc...

Nuclear state
KEK E471/ E549

FINUDA, FOPI, DISTO

J-PARC E15/E27/E31

AMADEUS

etc...
- direct observation -

Kaon - Nucleus Interaction
K- - Nucl. potential

K-

Precision x-ray measurement 

Experimental approaches

strong-interaction at threshold

Reaction formation
deeply bound K- - nuclei search
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Kaonic atom data and optical potential
40% C.J. Batty et al. IPhysics Reports 287 (1997) 385445 
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Fig. IT. Shift and width values for kaonic atoms. The continuous lines join points calculated with the 
potential discussed in Section 4.2. 

best-fit optical 

Ref. [44]. For ease of reference, the complete data set listed in [44] will be referred to as ALL. 
The data set with 180 and 98Mo omitted will be denoted LESS, whilst the measurements for the 
two isotope pairs 160-180 and 92Mo-98Mo will be referred to as ISO. 
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Fig. IT. Shift and width values for kaonic atoms. The continuous lines join points calculated with the 
potential discussed in Section 4.2. 

best-fit optical 

Ref. [44]. For ease of reference, the complete data set listed in [44] will be referred to as ALL. 
The data set with 180 and 98Mo omitted will be denoted LESS, whilst the measurements for the 
two isotope pairs 160-180 and 92Mo-98Mo will be referred to as ISO. 

C.J. Batty, E. Friedman, A. Gal, Physics Reports 287 (1997) 385 - 445 

Shift [eV] Width [eV]

Atomic number Z 

Z = 3 (Li) Z = 92 (U)

Global fit with optical potential fro Z > 2 
imaginary part ( absorption )  :  W0 ~ 70 MeV 
real part ( depth of potential ) :  model - dependent,  
 “shallow” : - 40 ~ 50 MeV;     “deep” : ~ - 200 MeV.

open   
problem



6 keV

2p

1s

Kaonic hydrogen case
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Deser-Truman formula
✏1s +

i
2�1s = 2↵3µ2

caK�p

Kaonic hydrogen
shift and width

s-wave scattering length
using isospin I=0 and I=1  

components a0, a1 :
  aK�p = 1
2 (a0 + a1)µc :   reduced  

mass of K-p

to determine separately α 0  and α 1 : 
kaonic deuterium x-ray measurement

Kaonic hydrogen

S. Deser. K. Baumann, W. Thirring,  Phys. Rev. 96 (3) (1954) 774–776.

U.-G. Meißner, U. Raha, A. Rusetsky, Eur. Phys. J. C 35 (2004) 349

a major challenge of the field
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Experimental method

Key factors for the experiment

K - beam
(slowed down)

 φ → K + K -   (49.1%)

 Slow, monochromatic K - 
 Low hadronic background 

DAΦNE e-e+ collider, Italy

Active facilitiesTarget (liquid/gas)

beam  
detectors

x-ray 
detectors veto/beam 

detectors J-PARC (KEK-PS)  
proton synchrotron, Japan

 Secondary kaon beam
 High intensity beam

 Beam spectrometer system

 low absolute x-ray yield 
   target type / detector acceptance

 background rejection 
   event selection by timing/fiducial cut

 energy resolution 
   resolution / stability / calibration



Past experiments - 1

P. M. Bird et al. 1983

three experiments 1970s - 1980s 
liquid targets
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J. D. Davies et al., Phys. Lett. 83B, 55 (1979)  
M. Izycki et al., Z. Phys. A 297, 11 (1980)  
P. M. Bird et al., Nucl. Phys. A404, 482 (1983) 

EM
 v

al
ue

  
K-

p 
Kα

 shift direction against  
theory & scattering data

K-p Kα 

“kaonic hydrogen  
puzzle”



Past experiments-2

DEAR DAFNE 2005KEK-PS E228 (KpX) 1997
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K-p Kα 

K-p Kα 

 116 cm2 CCD x-ray detector
 180 eV FWHM  @ 6 keV
  no bg rejection

 120 cm2 Si(Li) x-ray detector 
 340 eV FWHM  @ 6 keV
 fiducial volume cut for bg rejection

shift direction consistent 
with theory & scattering data



SIDDHARTA experiment at DAΦNE 
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Kaon detector Beam pipe

SDD system

e  e  interaction point+ -
10 cm

Target cell

Degrader

Titanium foils

Lead shield

Vacuum chamber
Copper foil

ee - +

K
+

K
-

X ray

Figure 1: A schematic side view of the SIDDHARTA setup installed at the e+e− interaction
point of DAΦNE.

The cylindrical target cell, 13.7 cm in diameter and 15.5 cm high, was
located just above the degrader inside the vacuum chamber. The lateral wall
and the bottom window were made of Kapton Polyimide film of 75 µm and
50 µm thickness.

The SDDs, used to detect the kaonic-atom x rays, were developed within
a European research project devoted to this experiment [27]. Each of the 144
SDDs used in the apparatus has an area of 1 cm2 and a thickness of 450 µm.
The SDDs, operated at a temperature of ∼170 K, had an energy resolution of
183 eV (FWHM) at 8 keV (a factor of 2 better than Si(Li) detectors used in
E228 [9]) and timing resolution below 1 µsec in contrast to the CCD detectors
used in DEAR [28] which had no timing capability. Using the coincidence
between K+K− pairs and x rays measured by SDDs, the main source of
background coming from beam losses was highly suppressed.

To test our experimental technique and optimize the degrader thickness,
we repeatedly changed the target filling to helium gas and measured the L-
transitions of kaonic 4He. Due to the high yield of this kaonic atom x-ray
transition, one day of measurement was sufficient for each check.

4

M. Bazzi, et al., Phys. Lett. B 704 (2011) 113-117

 gaseous target
 K - origin X-ray by SDD timing
 144 cm2 SDDs : 10 % solid angle 
 150 eV FWHM  @ 6 keV

Kaonic hydrogen 

Kα Kβ higher 

Background estimation 

KO76 KN65
Cu

Ti K�

Ti K�

KC65

KC75
KO65

KC54

KAl87

ε1s

Sim
ultaneously fit

H2

D2

 best precision of K-p 1s shift & width
 exploratory measurement of K-d  

    x-ray yield 10-1 less than K-p

Φ

K-d ROI
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H.Tatsuno@MESON201612

local minima with the results preferring the models B2 and B4 [18]. On the other hand, the theo-
retical models still find it difficult to explain the peaks in the πΣ mass spectra observed in the pp
collisions by the HADES experiment [45]. Apparently, more dedicated studies accounting properly
for the dynamics of the πΣ production in those processes are needed before more conclusive results
can be reached, particularly for the πΣ related pole.
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Figure 1: Kaonic hydrogen characteristics and pole positions for various approaches.

The energy dependences of the K−p and K−n amplitudes generated by the NLO models are
shown in Figure 2. Once again, the models have no problem to reproduce the experimental data
available at the K−p threshold energy, the branching ratios Eq. (1) and the kaonic hydrogen
characteristics. However, the models differ significantly when going to subthreshold energies in
the K−p amplitude or when the predictions for the K−n amplitude are made. Particularly, we
note that the model differences in the subthreshold region are much larger than bands (or zones)
of theoretical uncertainties derived from standard deviations of the fitted parameters within a
particular approach. Once again, the experimental data available at the threshold and at higher
energies do not constrain the theoretical models sufficiently when exploring physics in those sectors.
Thus, further improvement of experimental data, e.g. on the very old cross sections as proposed
in Ref. [46], is of huge importance for this strongly debated field. Additional constrains on the
K̄N energy dependence at subthreshold energies should be provided by analysis of the πΣ mass
spectra observed in various processes. The CLAS data on πΣ photoproduction [17] were already
used in Ref. [18] while the coming data on the K−d → πΣn reaction and the Λc → ππΣ decay can
provide further constrains on the theoretical models as discussed in Ref. [12]. However, we note
that a proper analysis of the πΣ spectra observed in these processes hinges on realistic treatments
of the involved reaction dynamics.

For the K−p amplitude at subthreshold energies the Prague model provides the largest and
most pronounced attraction (in the real part of the K−p amplitude) and peak (in the imaginary
part) at energies about 30 MeV below the K̄N threshold with a shape in agreement with the
Kyoto-Munich and MI models that have the resonance structure at slightly higher energies. The
MII and both Bonn models generate apparently different energy dependence, with the Bonn models
deviating from the other ones at energies above the K̄N threshold as well. It is interesting that
both Murcia models agree with the Prague and Kyoto-Munich ones at energies above the K̄N
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Figure 2: The K−p (top panels) and K−n (bottom panels) elastic scattering amplitudes generated by the NLO
approaches considered in our work. The various lines refer to the models: B2 (dotted, purple), B4 (dot-dashed, red),
MI (dashed, blue), MII (long-dashed, green), PNLO (dot-long-dashed, violet), KMNLO(continuous, black).

threshold despite the fact that the Murcia parameter sets were fitted to additional experimental
data available for higher energies.

The deviations between the Bonn and other approaches are of great conceptual importance,
which become most evident at energies above the K̄N threshold. They arise due to the fact that,
in contrast to the other considered approaches, no s-wave projection of the interaction kernel is
performed in the Bonn approach. Therefore, terms of the NLO Lagrangian proportional to the
cosine of the scattering angle are explicitly accounted for in this approach. This issue is completely
irrelevant when s-wave quantities are compared (such as scattering lengths), but may play an
important role when addressing total cross sections. In general, the latter do not discriminate
between various partial waves. Thus, neglecting higher partial waves in the calculation of the total
cross sections is an additional assumption. It is not clear a priori, where this assumption breaks
down, but it certainly will happen at some energies above the K̄N threshold. As a matter of fact,
the experimental data in this region are actually dominated by the measurement of the total cross
sections.

The model predictions for the K−n amplitude were calculated as an isovector K̄N amplitude
with the hadron masses set to isospin averaged values. The results are shown in the bottom panels
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Kaonic hydrogen exp. and theory
Parallel session C6 by A. CIEPLY

A. Cieplý, M. Mai, Ulf-G. Meißner, J. Smejkal, https://arxiv.org/abs/1603.02531v2

Real K-p Img K-p

Real K-n Img K-n

・theory reproduces the K−p results at threshold
・various predictions for K−n scattering length (pure isospin 1)
・K− d result is awaited to determine the isospin dependence

H. Tatsuno (Lund U.)

MESON 2016
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Kaonic deuterium at DAΦNE
SIDDHARTA-2 @ DAΦNE
 300 cm2 SDD x-ray detector 
 400 ns timing resolution
 efficient K- origin x-ray selection  

   with veto counters
 reduction of beam background

12 

Target cell 

SDDs 

SDD- 
electronic 

K- 

Veto-2 counter 

Kaon monitor 
upper scintillator 

K+ Kaon monitor 
lower scintillator 

Kaonstopper: 
K+-K- discrimination 

Interaction 
region 

Veto-1 counter 

kaon  
monitor   

veto  
counters

kaon  
monitor   

target  
cell
SDDs 

electronics

interaction 
region

e+ e-

De(1s) = 30 eV and DG(1s) = 70 eV 

e.m. 

Ka 

MC simulation

SIDDHARTA Collaboration / Physics Letters B 704 (2011) 113–117 115

Fig. 2. Kaon identification using timing of the coincidence signals in the kaon de-
tector with respect to the RF signal of ∼ 368.7 MHz from DA!NE.

Fig. 3. Time difference spectrum between kaon arrival and X-ray detection for K −

triggered events of hydrogen data, where a time-walk correction was applied.

The time difference between kaon arrival and X-ray detection
for hydrogen data is shown in Fig. 3. The peak represents correla-
tion between X-rays and kaons, while the flat underlying structure
is from uncorrelated accidental background. A typical width of the
time-correlation, after a time-walk correction, was about 800 ns
(FWHM) which reflected the drift-time distribution of the electrons
in the SDD.

In order to sum up the individual SDDs, the energy calibration
of each single SDD was performed by periodic measurements of
fluorescence X-ray lines from titanium and copper foils, excited by
an X-ray tube, with the e+e− beams in kaon production mode.
A remote-controlled system moved the kaon detector out and the
X-ray tube in for these calibration measurements, once every ∼ 4
hours.

The refined in-situ calibration in gain (energy) and resolution
(response shape) of the summed spectrum of all SDDs was ob-
tained using titanium, copper, and gold fluorescence lines excited
by the uncorrelated background without trigger (see [29,30] for
more details), and also using the kaonic carbon lines from wall
stops in the triggered mode.

Fig. 4 shows the final kaonic hydrogen and deuterium X-ray
energy spectra. K -series X-rays of kaonic hydrogen were clearly
observed while those for kaonic deuterium were not visible. This
appears to be consistent with the theoretical expectation of lower
X-ray yield and greater transition width for deuterium (e.g., [31]).

The vertical dot-dashed line in Fig. 4 indicates the X-ray energy
of kaonic-hydrogen Kα calculated using only the electro-magnetic
interaction (EM). Comparing the kaonic-hydrogen Kα peak and the
EM value, a repulsive shift (negative ϵ1s) of the kaonic-hydrogen
1s-energy level is easily seen.

Many other lines from kaonic-atom X-rays and characteristic
X-rays were detected in both spectra as indicated with arrows
in the figure. These kaonic-atom lines result from high-n X-ray
transitions of kaons stopped in the target-cell wall made of Kapton

Fig. 4. A global simultaneous fit result of the X-ray energy spectra of hydrogen
and deuterium data. (a) Residuals of the measured kaonic-hydrogen X-ray spectrum
after subtraction of the fitted background, clearly displaying the kaonic-hydrogen
K -series transitions. The fit components of the K − p transitions are also shown,
where the sum of the function is drawn for the higher transitions (greater than Kβ).
(b), (c) Measured energy spectra with the fit lines. Fit components of the back-
ground X-ray lines and a continuous background are also shown. The dot-dashed
vertical line indicates the EM value of the kaonic-hydrogen Kα energy. (Note that
the fluorescence Kα line consists of Kα1 and Kα2 lines, both of which are shown.)

(C22H10O5N2) and its support frames made of aluminium. There
are also characteristic X-rays from titanium and copper foils in-
stalled for X-ray energy calibration.

We performed a global simultaneous fit of the hydrogen and
deuterium spectra. The intensities of the three background X-
ray lines overlapping with the kaonic-hydrogen signals (kaonic
oxygen 7–6, kaonic nitrogen 6–5, and copper Kα) were deter-
mined using both spectra and a normalization factor defined by
the ratio of the high-statistics kaonic-carbon 5–4 peak in the
K −p and K −d spectra. Fig. 4 (b) and (c) show the fit result
with the components of the background X-ray lines and a con-
tinuous background; (a) shows the residuals of the measured
kaonic-hydrogen X-ray spectrum after subtraction of the fitted
background, clearly displaying the kaonic-hydrogen K -series tran-
sitions.

> 10 times improvement 
 in S/B ratio 
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20th J-PARC PAC     July 16, 2015 12

BLC1 BLC2

T0 AC

BLC3

degrader

T1  T2

CDH

CDC

K�
cryogenic D2-target
surrounded by SDDs

AC …. silica aerogel Cherenkov
T0 …. time-zero counter
T1 …. beam defining counter
T2 …. beam veto counter

BLC1,2 …. beam line chamber
(planar drift chamber)   

BLC3 …. vertex beam line drift
chamber

Sketch of the K�d setup 

Kaonic deuterium at J-PARC 

J. Zmeskal (SMI)

for J-PARC PAC 2015

20th J-PARC PAC     July 16, 2015 35

K�

entrance window 75 µm Kapton

Al reinforced side wall 75 µm Kapton

12 x 4 = 48 SDD arrays

SDD cooling and support

target cell:  l = 160 mm, d = 65 mm
target pressure max.: 0.35 MPa
target temperature:  23 – 30 K
SDD active area: 246 cm2

density: 5% LHD 
(29K/0.35 MPa)

The cryogenic target and SDD designJ-PARC E 57 @ K1.8 BR beam line
 200 cm2 SDD x-ray detector 
 400 ns timing resolution
 fiducial volume cut for K- stopping  

    position

precision for K-d shift 
and width will be 
compatible as  
SIDDHARTA-2
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Kaonic heliumPresent status
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Expt.

Only excluded 
large shift

SIDDHARTA

E570

Many of theoretical calculations predict 
finite values of  | ΔE2p | < 1 eV (e.g., ~0.2 eV)Theo.

at most ± 2 eV accuracy 
with SDD resolution, 

FWHM 150 eV @ 6 keV

need breakthrough 
in detector resolution

With ultra-high resolution
hints for :  
- kaon-nucleus potential; 
- search for deeply-bound
kaon states. 

H.Tatsuno@Hadron20156
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New measurement technique !

M.Bazzi et al., Phys. Lett. B 697, 199 (2011)
M.Bazzi et al., Phys. Lett. B 681, 310 (2009)
S.Okada et al., Phys. Lett. B 653, 387 (2007)

J-PARC E62

S. Okada et al., Phys. Lett. B 653, 387 (2007)
M. Bazzi et al., Phys. Lett. B 681, 310 (2009)
M. Bazzi et al., Phys. Lett. B 697, 199 (2011)

Updated proposal of E17 (E62) experiment

Chiral SU(3) model 
Vopt(r=0) ~ -( 40 + 55i ) MeV

H. Tatsuno (Lund U.)

MESON 2016

phenomenological model 
Vopt(r=0) ~ -( 180 + 73i ) MeV

Mares, Freidman, Gal, NPA 770 (06) 84

Ramos, Oset, NPA67 (00) 481

reproduces the K-p 1s shift & width of SIDDHARTA

nuclear potential effect on 2p level  
small, shift < 10 eV. ( with SDDs )

best fit for the early kaonic atoms data
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Fig. 3 Results of the measured x-ray time and energy distributions for stopped-π− trigger

events. (a) A correlation plot of the time difference between pion arrival and x-ray detection

vs the x-ray energy measured by the TES array. (b) The projection on the time axis showing

timing resolution of 1.2 µs (FWHM). A time gate of ± 1.5 µs is used in the analysis. (c) The

projection on the energy axis by selecting stopped-π− time gate indicated in (b), where the

fitted components for Fe Kα and π-12C x-rays are shown as well. (d) The same spectrum

measured by the reference SDD having a FWHM energy resolution of ∼165 eV.
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E62 @ J-PARC
 K- He 3d-2p shift with 0.2 eV precision  
 Transition Edge Sensor detector -  

   micro-calorimeter for photons
 ~ μs timing resolution
 ~ 5 eV FWHM @ 6 keV

first kaon beam measurement at  
J-PARC K1.8BR done in June 
2016. Li target, kaonic-Li 3d-2p  
x-ray successfully measured

Accepted by Prog. Theor. Exp. Phys. 2016

H.Tatsuno@Hadron2015
T. Hashimoto@HYP2015

NIST TES system
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J.N. Ullom et al., Synchrotron Radiation News, Vol. 27, 24 (2014) 

Bi + TES

Au coated Si collimator

33 cm

1cmPhoto credit : J. Uhlig

‣ NIST designed cryostat
‣ Pulse tube (60K,3K) + ADR (1K, 50mK)
‣ ADR hold time: > 1 day
‣ Manufactured by High Precision Devices, Inc.  
http://www.hpd-online.com/102_cryostat.php

‣ Detector snout
‣ 240 pixel Mo-Cu bilayer TES 

30 ch TDM(time division multiplexing) readout
‣ 1 pixel : 300 x 320 um
‣ 4 um Bi absorber → efficiency ~0.85@6 keV, ~0.4@10 keV 

8

TES Spectrometer

Cryostat 
・Pulse tube (50K, 3K) + ADR (1K, 50mK) 
・Temperature regulation hold time 36 hours 
・Manufactured by HPD, designed at NIST

TES array 
・240 pixel Mo-Cu bilayer TES 
・pixel area: 305 µm x 320 µm → total 23mm2 
・4-µm thick Bi absorber → 85% efficiency at 6 keV

FWHM ~ 150 eV
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Kaon mass measurement

Estimated stat. accuracy of K-mass
35

-  K-N 6-5 x-ray ~ 1500 events / month (135 pb-1)

- Energy resolution ~ 6.5 eV (FWHM) 

- No background

assuming :

Stat. accuracy : ΔE (x-ray energy) ~ ± 0.07 eV 
Δm (K-mass) = ΔE / E x m ~ ± 4.6 keV

✓ weak magnetic lens to collect K- at small target

✓ polycapillary X-ray lens …

possible improvements for more yield :

Possible simple experimental setup
33

K+

TES 
Cryostat 
( ADR )

Nitrogen

gas target

X-ray

K- X-ray detection 
by TES

TES array

Lead 
shield

might possible to install them at 
bottom side (during K-d measurement)

e-e+ Φ

Back-to-back 
Kaon detection

S. Okada (RIKEN)

@ MESON 2015

A possible setup at DAΦNE

3

– 2–

This is a low but acceptable χ2 probability so, to be conserva-

tive, GALL 88 scaled up the error on their average by S=1.5 to

obtain their published error ±0.011 shown in Eq. (3) above and

used in the Particle Listings average.

WEIGHTED AVERAGE 
493.664±0.011 (Error scaled by 2.5)

Values above of weighted average, error, 
and scale factor are based upon the data in
this ideogram only.  They are not neces- 
sarily the same as our `best' values,
obtained from a least-squares constrained fit 
utilizing measurements of other (related)
quantities as additional information.

BACKENSTO... 73 0.4
CHENG 75     K Pb  13-12 0.8
CHENG 75     K Pb  12-11 3.6
CHENG 75     K Pb  11-10 0.5
CHENG 75     K Pb  10-9 0.1
CHENG 75     K Pb  9-8 1.1
BARKOV 79 0.0
LUM  81 0.2
GALL 88         K W   11-10 2.2
GALL 88         K W   9-8 0.4
GALL 88         K Pb  11-10 0.2
GALL 88         K Pb  9-8 22.6
DENISOV 91 20.5

χ2

      52.6
(Confidence Level  0.001)

493.5 493.6 493.7 493.8 493.9 494

mK± (MeV)

Figure 1: Ideogram of mK± mass measure-
ments. GALL 88 and CHENG 75 measurements
are shown separately for each transition they
measured.

The ideogram in Fig. 1 shows that the DENISOV 91

measurement and the GALL 88 K− Pb (9 → 8) measurement

yield two well-separated peaks. One might suspect the GALL 88

K− Pb (9 → 8) measurement since it is responsible both for the

internal inconsistency in the GALL 88 measurements and the

disagreement with DENISOV 91.

To see if the disagreement could result from a systematic

problem with the K− Pb (9 → 8) transition, we have separated

the CHENG 75 data, which also used K− Pb, into its separate

transitions. Figure 1 shows that the CHENG 75 and GALL 88

August 21, 2014 13:18

K  C

Error 11 keV

difference  
60 keV 

Intro - the K- mass puzzle
pdg 2014

fundamental quantity  
the mass of K— : 

PDG 2014 value 
493.664 ± 0.011 MeV

most recent two  
precise results have 
more than 5 σ  
discrepancy 

 7 keV
11 keV

Error

experimental method:  
kaonic atom x-rays

Estimated stat. precision of K- mass



• Kaonic hydrogen  : K-p scattering length at threshold  
                                  determined with high precision; 
• Kaonic deuterium : precision measurement in preparation;  
                                  will disentangle isospin dependent  
                                  K-p scattering length;
• K-3He and K-4He  : sub-electron volt precision measurement will  
                                  be key for kaon-nucleus potential and  
                                  deeply-bound kaon state search;
• New detector technology applicable to determine kaon mass.

Summary
❖  Light kaonic atom provides unique information of the  
kaon-nucleus interaction near the threshold

18
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J. D. Davies et al., Phys. Lett. 83B, 55 (1979)  
M. Izycki et al., Z. Phys. A 297, 11 (1980)  
P. M. Bird et al., Nucl. Phys. A404, 482 (19 



Kaon-nucleus deeply-bound state ?
-> Kaon condensation in dense matter.

22

π-p system : successfully described by the chiral perturbation theory

-> but NOT with K-p system

due to the presence of Λ(1405) resonance only 25 MeV below threshold

K-p 
thresholdΛ(1405)Σπ

Chiral SU(3) effective theory with a relativistic 
coupled-channels approach:  

Kp→Kp forward scattering amplitude obtained from the 
NLO calculation extrapolated to the sub-threshold region

QCD predictions near K-p threshold

Y. Ikeda et.al., PLB 706(2011)63-67

66 Y. Ikeda et al. / Physics Letters B 706 (2011) 63–67

Fig. 3. Real part (left) and imaginary part (right) of the K − p → K − p forward scattering amplitude extrapolated to the subthreshold region. The empirical real and imaginary
parts of the K − p scattering length deduced from the recent kaonic hydrogen measurement (SIDDHARTA [10]) are indicated by the dots including statistical and systematic
errors. The shaded uncertainty bands are explained in the text.

vation, as previous calculations have commonly used an average
decay constant as a mere fit parameter, irrespective of physical
constraints. In summary, the parameters used for χ2 fits are the
isospin symmetric subtraction constants, ai(µ), and the renormal-
ized constants in the NLO terms, b̄0, b̄D , b̄F and di .

With the TW terms alone a reasonable overall fit (with
χ2/d.o.f. = 1.12) can be reached but the kaonic hydrogen energy
shift comes out too large ("E = 373 eV) and some of the subtrac-
tion constants ai in Eq. (7), especially those in the πΛ and ηΣ
channels, exceed their expected “natural” values ∼ 10−2 by more
than an order of magnitude [14]. This clearly indicates the neces-
sity of including higher order terms in the interaction kernel V ij .
It also emphasizes the important role of the accurate kaonic hy-
drogen data in providing sensitive constraints.

The additional inclusion of direct and crossed meson–baryon
Born terms does not change "E and χ2/d.o.f. in any significant
way. It nonetheless improves the situation considerably since the
subtraction constants ai now come down to their expected “natu-
ral” sizes.

The best fit (with χ2/d.o.f. = 0.96) is achieved when incorpo-
rating NLO terms in the calculations. The inputs used are: the de-
cay constants fπ = 92.4 MeV, f K = 110.0 MeV, fη = 118.8 MeV,
and axial vector couplings D = 0.80, F = 0.46 (i.e. g A = D + F =
1.26); subtraction constants at a renormalization scale µ = 1 GeV
(all in units of 10−3): a1 = a2 = −2.38, a3 = −16.57, a4 = a5 =
a6 = 4.35, a7 = −0.01, a8 = 1.90, a9 = a10 = 15.83; and NLO pa-
rameters (in units of 10−1 GeV−1): b̄0 = −0.48, b̄D = 0.05, b̄F =
0.40, d1 = 0.86, d2 = −1.06, d3 = 0.92, d4 = 0.64. Within the set
of altogether “natural”-sized constants ai the relative importance of
the KΞ channels involving double-strangeness exchange is worth
mentioning.

As seen in Table 1, the results are in excellent agreement with
threshold data. The same input reproduces the whole set of K − p
cross section measurements as shown in Fig. 2 (Coulomb interac-
tion effects are included in the diagonal K −p → K −p channel as
in Ref. [7]). A systematic uncertainty analysis has been performed
by varying the parameters obtained from χ2 fits within the range
permitted by the uncertainty measures of the kaonic hydrogen ex-
perimental data. Since the shift and width of kaonic hydrogen are
rather insensitive to the I = 1 scattering amplitudes, the total cross
section of K − p → π0Λ reaction is also used for the uncertainty
analysis. We find that all cross sections are well reproduced with
the constraint from the kaonic hydrogen measurement as shown
by the shaded areas in Fig. 2. A detailed description of this analy-
sis will be given in a longer forthcoming paper [15].

Equipped with the best fit to the observables at K − p threshold
and above, an optimized prediction for the subthreshold extrapo-
lation of the complex s-wave K − p → K −p amplitude can now be
given. The result is shown in Fig. 3, including again a conservative
uncertainty estimate. The real and imaginary parts of this ampli-
tude display as expected the Λ(1405) resonance as a quasibound
K̄ N (I = 0) state embedded in the πΣ continuum. The present
NLO calculation confirms the two-poles scenario [2,16,17] of the
coupled K − p ↔ πΣ system. Using the best-fit input, the result-
ing locations of the two poles in the complex energy plane are as
follows: “upper” pole (K̄ N-dominated): 1424 − i26 MeV; “lower”
pole (πΣ-dominated): 1381 − i81 MeV. Unlike previously found
patterns in which the location of the lower pole has been sub-
ject to large model uncertainties, the pole positions now remain
remarkably stable with respect to changes of the input. The shift
of the real parts of both these pole positions from the “TW” and
“TW + Born terms” steps to the full NLO calculation is less than
5 MeV. The corresponding change in the imaginary parts is only
slightly larger (between about 10 and 20 MeV).

The K −p scattering length, a(K − p), deduced from the kaonic
hydrogen measurements [10] and with inclusion of Coulomb cor-
rections (see Eq. (10)) is:

Re a
(

K −p
)
= −0.65 ± 0.10 fm,

Im a
(

K −p
)
= 0.81 ± 0.15 fm, (12)

with an error estimate based on the uncertainties assigned to the
measured kaonic hydrogen energy shift and width. Our best fit
NLO result, a(K − p) = −0.70+ i0.89 fm, is perfectly consistent with
Eq. (12). Note that this new determination of the K − p scatter-
ing length has shifted quite significantly in the value of Re a(K −p)
from previous ones [7,9,18,19], mainly because of the new con-
straints from the much improved SIDDHARTA data.

5. Summary

Given the significantly more accurate constraints from the new
kaonic hydrogen measurements, an improved theory of low-energy
antikaon–nucleon interactions on the basis of chiral SU(3) effective
field theory with coupled-channels is now at hand. The results and
conclusions are summarized as follows:

(1) Kaonic hydrogen data are now consistent with low-energy
K − p elastic, charge exchange and strangeness exchange cross sec-
tions.

SIDDHARTA

SIDDHARTA
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Density-dependent yield due to Stark mixing 
Difficulty of Kp and Kd X-ray measurment
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